
Bullying and Teasing  
 

for Preschool and Early Elementary Readers: 
 
 
Alexander, C.  Lucy and the Bully. When a mean classmate in preschool wrecks 
Lucy's artwork, she discovers that they can be friends once he stops being 
jealous of her.    j PAR PIC Alexander 
 
Applegate, K. Never Swipe A Bully's Bear. When Roscoe's stuffed pig goes 
missing, he is convinced that Wyatt, the class bully, is responsible. When Roscoe 
finds out where Wyatt keeps his teddy bear, he decides to give that old bully a 
taste of his own medicine. That will fix everything. Won't it?.    j Applegate 
 
Bateman, T.  The Bully Blockers Club.   When Lottie is bothered by a bully at 
school, she helps start a club where everyone is welcome.    j PAR PIC Bateman 
 
Browne, A.  Willy the Champ.  Not very good at sports or fighting, mild-mannered 
Willy nevertheless proves he's the champ when the local bully shows up.     

j PAR PIC Browne 
 
Browne. A. Willy the Wimp. A young chimpanzee, tired of being bullied by the 
suburban gorilla gang, decides to build up his muscles so he won't be a wimp 
anymore.    j PAR PIC Browne 
 
Carlson, N.   Loudmouth George and the Sixth Grade Bully.  After having his 
lunch repeatedly stolen by a bully, George and his friend teach the culprit a 
lesson he’ll never forget.        jE Carlson 
 
Christelow, E.  Jerome Camps Out   Jerome the alligator is looking forward to the 
Swamp School camping trip, until he and his friend learn that Buster, the class 
bully, will be there too.         jP Christelow 
 
Cooper, I.  Jake’s Best Thumb.  When Jake goes to kindergarten, a bully teases 
him about sucking his thumb, but Jake discovers that everyone--even bullies--
needs some help being brave.         j PAR PIC Cooper 
 
Cushman, D.  Camp Big Paw.  Cyril is a first-time camper and is certain that he 
will have fun. Then Nigel, the camp bully, claims  that he wins all the camp 
badges. Nigel sabotages Cyril's birdhouse; Cyril causes his own problems in the 
canoe race. In the swimming relay, Cyril loses the baton and his team is 
defeated; Nigel turns a sign around, causing Cyril and his friends to get lost on 
the way to Picnic Rock. Nothing goes right--until the camp badges are 
distributed.    jE Cushman 
 



Dadey, D. King of the Kooties. Donald doesn't even know he's being insulted by 
Louisa, the class bully, when she names him King of the Kooties-but that's just 
the beginning of Louisa's war against Donald. And Donald doesn't do a very 
good job of protecting himself. So it's up to his best friend Nate to teach Donald 
to defend himself.    j Dadey 
 
Davies, M. Ben Rides On.  Ben rides his new bicycle the very, very long way to 
school but Adrian Underbite, perhaps the world's largest third-grader, takes the 
bike anyway and later, when Ben finds Adrian in trouble, he must decide whether 
or not to help the larcenous bully.    jP Davies 
 
Dewdney, A. Llama Llama And The Bully Goat. Llama Llama and his friends 
cannot enjoy their school day because Gilroy Goat is being a bully. He laughs at 
the other animals during circle time, and he calls Llama Llama a "not-nice name" 
when he tries to sing. Although Gilroy's teacher tries to correct his behavior, the 
bullying continues into recess (dirt throwing and destructiveness) until the llama 
calls him a Bully Goat. Realizing he's hurt potential new companions, Gilroy is 
happy to accept Llama Llama's renewed offer of friendship.    jP Dewdney 
 
Emebrley, E.   Ed Emberley's Bye-Bye, Big Bad Bullybug!  Here comes Big Bad 
Bullybug! He's big, mean, and scary--and loves to pick on little itty bitty bugs, but 
a rescuer arrives on the scene before the bully can make good on its threats. 

 jP Emberley 
 
Keller, H.  Nosy Rosie.  Rosie the fox's excellent sense of smell is good for 
finding things, but she stops using it after everyone begins to call her "Nosy 
Rosie."      jP Lester 
 
Lester, H. Hooway for Wodney Wat   All his classmates make fun of Rodney 
because he can’t pronounce his name, but it is Rodney’s speech impediment that 
drives away the class bully.      jP Lester 
 
Ludwig, T.  Just Kidding.  With help from his father, older brother, and teacher, 
D.J. learns how to handle a classmate who claims that his mean-spirited 
"teasing" is just a joke.      j PAR PIC Ludwig 
 
Moore, J.  Freckleface Strawberry and the Dodgeball Bully. Windy Pants Patrick 
who likes to throw the dodgeball really hard changes his ways after meeting 
Freckleface Stawberry's imaginary monster.      jP Moore 
 
Moss, P.  Say Something.  A child who never says anything when other children 
are being teased or bullied finds herself in their position one day when jokes are 
made at her expense and no one speaks up.   j 303.69 Moss  
 
Naylor,P.  Roxie and the Hooligans.  Lord Thistlebottom's Book of Pitfalls and 
How to Survive Them has taught Roxie Warbler how to handle all sorts of 



situations. If Roxie's ever lost in the desert, or buried in an avalanche, or caught 
in a dust storm, she knows just what to do. But Lord Thistlebottom has no advice 
to help Roxie deal with Helvetia's Hooligans, the meanest band of bullies in 
school. Then Roxie finds herself stranded on a deserted island with not only the 
Hooligans but also a pair of crooks on the lam, and her survival skills may just 
save the day -- and turn the Hooligans into surprising allies.    jP Naylor 
 
O'Ryan, R. Galaxy Zack: Journey to Juno.  In Journey to Juno, Zack joins his 
school’s Explorer’s Club and visits Juno, a newly discovered planet of crystals. 
The group is split into pairs as they begin exploring, and Zack is less than thrilled 
when he is partnered with Seth Stevens, the Phase 2 bully! Seth is happy to let 
Zack do the work while he goofs off, so when Zack stumbles upon a really cool 
object, he hides it so he can show it to the Explorer’s Club himself. But when the 
time comes for Zack to accept praise for his discovery, will he decide to share the 
credit?    j O’Ryan 
 
Otoshi, K. One.  Blue is a quiet color. Red’s a hothead who likes to pick on Blue. 
Yellow, Orange, Green, and Purple don’t like what they see, but what can they 
do? When no one speaks up, things get out of hand — until One comes along 
and shows all the colors how to stand up, stand together, and count.       

 j PAR PIC Otashi 
 
Pearson, T.  Myrtle.  Myrtle is happy. Her mom loves her. Her dad loves her. Her 
baby brother loves her. She has a good life -- until Frances moves next door. 
Frances does not love Myrtle, and she makes it her mission to keep Myrtle 
miserable. She makes mean signs, sings mean songs, and says mean things. It 
comes to the point when Myrtle is afraid to play outside. Then Aunt Tizzy comes 
to visit and she has some very good pointers to share with Myrtle.    jP Pearson 
 
Romain, T. Bullies Are a Pain in the Brain (DVD).  Offers kids practical, easy-to-
implement solutions for dealing with their own bully problems such as work on 
building your confidence, staying calm, giving bullies lots of space, telling an 
adult, and more.    j DVD Romain 
 
Sanders, P.  Bullying.  Discusses bullying, why it occurs, and how it can be 
handled.     j 303.69 S215   
 
Sauer, T.  Ginny Louise and the School Showdown.  The Truman Elementary 
Troublemakers are a bad bunch. Especially these three: Cap'n Catastrophe, 
Destructo Dude, and Make-My-Day May. But they are no match for Ginny 
Louise, the new hedgehog in school. Her unwavering cheerfulness in the face of 
their bullying will make young readers holler with glee.   jP Sauer 
 
Scheunemann, P.   Dealing With Bullies.   Describes different ways that bullies 
hurt others, physically or emotionally, and how to deal with these actions.    

jE Scheunemann 



 
Scieszka, J.  Zoom! Boom! Bully Every time the trucks try to build something, Big 
Rig comes along, and - ZOOM! BOOM! - knocks it down! What can they do to 
stop such a big bully?     jE Scieszka 
 
Seeger, V. Bully. After a big bull tells him to go away, a little bull looks hurt and 
dejected. When a friendly rabbit, chicken, and turtle ask him if he wants to play, 
to each smaller animal, he bellows his answer (NO!). He grows larger 
(CHICKEN!), and LARGER (SLOWPOKE!) with each name he calls. After seven 
name-calling episodes, he has grown so enormous that only his hoof fits in the 
picture book. The tables are turned when a goat yells BULLY!      jP Seeger 
 
Weatherly, L. The Scariest Monster in the World.  Meet the scary, scary monster: 
his fur is wild and weird, he carries a club with giant bristles, and his teeth are 
green and mossy…because he never, ever brushes them! Worst of all, he 
stomps through the woods, shouting “GET OUT OF MY WAY!” And all the forest 
creatures do just that, hurrying and scurrying whenever they see him coming. 
But one day, the monster starts to hiccup—and no matter what he does, the 
hiccups won’t stop! Will the other animals help him…or will they be too afraid? 

 jP Weatherly 
 
Wells, R. Felix Stands Tall.  Felix has a new best friend! With take-charge Fiona, 
anything seems possible, and before Felix knows it, she sweeps him into singing 
and dancing with her as pixies in the Guinea Pig Jubilee talent show. But right 
after Felix's first-prize triumph, trouble waits in the wings. "Twinkletoes!" 
someone taunts, and Felix crumbles. Can he pull himself together and face down 
the bullies? With a little help from Fiona, can Felix find a magic key that unlocks 
the secret to standing up--to anyone?    jP Wells 
 
Wojciechowski, S.  Beany and the Meany.   When Meany's best friend Carol Ann 
pairs with the new girl at school to create a science project, Meany must work 
with Kevin the bully.       j Wojciechowski 
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